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Visual Imagry has been pioneering emergency preparedness and
information management tools since 1998. Our VIPlanning® Software
provides innovative solutions for organizing facility data into emergency
plans, safety audits, hazards assessments and operations manuals.
VIPlanning® Online Services also provides affordable online solutions for
tracking drills, exercises and incidents; centralizing communications and
collaboration efforts; and for tracking trainings and certifications.

®

Visual Imagry is ready to partner with you to make your emergency plans and preplans
the useful, versatile, rich and sustainable sources of information they can be. Call
today to schedule an online DEMO of VIPlanning® Software and Online Services.

“Visual Imagry is on the cutting edge of HTML preplan and project management software.”

HTML Solutions for Emergency Plans and Safety Audits

Sabrina Bustamante, Kings County, CA. Public Health Department

Is it time to bring your emergency plans and preplans out of the dark ages of three ring binders and
into the virtual world of emergency management? Whether you are a public agency, school district or
private company, VIPlanning® Software assures that building, maintaining and using your HTML plans
is quick, easy, and sustainable.

“Without doubt, this new technology could end up saving lives and protecting property.”
Police Chief Mike Mieras, Washoe County School District, Reno, NV.
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From those tasked with inputting data, to
those accessing it in a crisis, users are
finding VIPlanning® Software remarkably easy
to use, yet incredibly rich in data potential.

Creating, Inputting and Updating Plans
with VIPlanning Software is:

VIPlanning® Software Toolbox
Low Maintenance
Software installation and updates are simple,
typically requiring less than an hour each.
Ongoing maintenance (backup) can be easily
automated and integrated into your existing
procedures. In most cases, you can use your
existing networks, servers, workstations, or
laptops.

Easy to learn
Typical training times range from 1 to 3 days for
your existing personnel.

Simple and Fast
Familiar paradigms, like drag and drop, along
with common visual presentations, such as
outlines and thumbnails, combine to make
a simple yet powerful user interface. When
further enhanced with customizable templates,
our powerful toolset reduces the staff time
needed to build and maintain plans.

Versatile and Efficient
Many types of plans can be created from
the same data, making it practical to
tailor plans to users without entering and
maintaining redundant information.

Easy to Update
VIPlanning® Software is designed to be
so user friendly that periodic updates can
be made and propagated in minutes not
days. The rapid update process encourages
plan use and overall sustainability.

Easy to Share and Store
Content linking allows designated information
in one plan to be shared with other plans in a
matter of seconds. Changes to linked content
are automatically propagated to all shared
plans; updates can be compiled, stored and
shared easily on discs, hard-drives or secure
internet sites; and cost of reproduction
is a fraction of paper-based plans.

Under Your Control
You own and directly control the data and
plans created. You decide who updates the
plans, when they are updated and where
they are distributed. Since each plan can be
customized, you can enhance security by
selectively distributing task specific information
and plans to different agencies and personnel.

Plan Output Created with VIPlanning
Software is:
Easy to Use
Standardized layout and navigation techniques
make plans both familiar and easy to use,
even for novice users. Indexing, hot linking and
searching combine to permit rapid and easy
access to relevant data.

Rich in Content
Using HTML plans allows you to optimally
combine visual, text and data- based information
for a concise, rich, easy to use presentation.
Annotated pictorials including aerials and floor
plans, digital photos and 360 movies can offer
virtual tours of entire facilities or pinpoint a single
trouble spot. The visual data can be linked to
PDFs, Excel Spreadsheets, Word documents,
Power Point presentations and more.

Flexible
It is easy to create plans tailored to specific user
groups like fire, police, medical, public health,
public works or facility operations. These targeted
plans can be used for training, exercise design, in
the field, or even providing detailed facility-based
information at emergency operations centers.

Features

Benefits

VIPlanning® Software

The VIPlanning® Software Toolbox includes
everything you need for building useful,
accessible and robust plans. The tools
are integrated to make plan building easy
and to avoid the need to purchase, learn
and integrate additional software. Tool
flexibility allows you to build many types of
plans (emergency plans, preplans, safety
audits, operational plans, etc) tailored
for a variety of users and purposes.

In the VIPlanning® Software Toolbox you
will find:
Navigation Tools
VIPlanning uses a building block approach to
organize information. Self-contained blocks
are organized in a hierarchical outline. Drag
and drop capability makes moving a block or
group of blocks within the outline simple.

Indexing Tool

Annotation Tools
With this fully integrated tool box, you can
annotate and hyperlink any bitmap image
(digital photo, aerial or floor plan) with text or
graphic symbols like boxes, lines and arrows.
The annotations are maintained separately from
the bitmap image making subsequent updates
simple.

Text Management Tools
The incorporated mini word processor allows
you to enter and format text. Tables and lists
are available and styles can be defined and
applied. Text from external documents can
also be included using copy and paste.

Content Linking Tools
With linking, you enter and maintain information
in one place while making it visible in other
places either within a single plan or across
multiple plans. Any amount of information can be
linked, from a single block to an entire plan.

Keywords are the basis for each plan’s
index. Indexing automatically creates
lists of pictures, 360 panoramas, areas,
details, floor and site plans, and page titles.
You can augment standard indexing by
providing keywords for many block types.

Data Tools

Importing Tools

Our output tool allows you to quickly define and
produce plan output without opening other
programs. Finished plans, with data relevant
to various first responders and staff, can be
posted on secure intranet or internet sites
or distributed on CD-ROMs, DVDs or Flash
Drives where each designated user will have
access to a vast array of tightly organized,
critical data when and where they need it.

All items needed to produce plans are
maintained in a repository. Files of all types
(Word, Excel, PowerPoint, bitmap [jpg, gif,
and png], 360° pictures, etc) can be easily
imported into that repository individually or
in groups. Bitmap images are automatically
scaled to a size convenient for presentation.
Thumbnails are created and later used
to locate and place files in blocks.

With the data feature you can define a data store,
enter data into that store and then include that
data in your plan in a tabular format. Data can be
filtered, organized and sorted for presentation.

Output Tool

Accurate and Timely
Because plans are easy to use and update, data
remains available and reliable, encouraging
increased utilization, participation and feedback
from users.

Available
Your HTML plans can be accessible when and
where designated users need them, via your
intranet or secure internet site or distributed
inexpensively via a CD, DVD or flash drive. For
viewing plan output, users only need Internet
Explorer or Firefox.
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